
 
 

Personalised Hoodies to Promote Your Brand In and Out! 

Comfortable and trendy, personalised hoodies have gained the first positions in the rankings of the most 

requested clothing. Useful not only in winter, but also in the mid-seasons, this kind of custom sweatshirts is 

a chance that no company or shop can miss, as it crucially helps to leave a good memory of the brand to 

customers and employees.  

How can you understand if your brand can benefit from choosing some cheap personalised hoodies as 

next promotional products? These pieces of clothing are perfect if you aim at a large-scale promotion, if you 

participate in a trade show in autumn, if you want to give your team some versatile clothing as Christmas 

gifts and in many other occasions. You can print your logo and a lively image or create your embroidered 

custom hoodies – if you aim at a chic and unique accessory. So, there are a thousand ways to get the most 

of these custom hoodies – and you can find them out here! 

Personalised Hoodies and Winter Promotional Products 

When the cold season arrives, we spend more time in our home and go out less. And this trend can be taken 

advantage of while choosing the promotional products to promote your business with. So, you can go for 

corporate gifts which are useful within home walls – such as custom mugs or custom branded blankets. Or 

you can look for branded merchandise which can be noticed even during a walk. 

Branded umbrellas are an example of the latter option. No surprise they are in great demand as autumn 

approaches. Similarly, many companies offer personalised caps as a free gift during trade shows or to 

customers after a purchase. These promotional products 

prove to be perfect outdoors because they put the logo in 

plain sight even in the rain or when the wind is strong. 

If you are looking for corporate gifts to promote your 

business with in the winter, you can go for promotional 

products which are useful both outdoors and indoors. We 

are talking about our personalised hoodies, a one-of-a-

kind and extremely versatile item of clothing. Thanks to 

their functionality and comfort, not to mention the 

thousand ways in which it can be personalised, these 

corporate gifts climb to the top of the rankings of the most 

requested promotional products in the autumn and winter 

months. 

The Uniqueness of Personalised Hoodies: When to Choose 

These Custom Sweatshirts for Your Promotion 

Custom sweatshirts in general are warm and comfortable 

pieces of clothing, suitable for expressing your style and 

personality in the coldest months and in the mid-seasons. 

For many companies, creating their custom sweatshirts or custom hoodies online represents an opportunity 

to promote their brand. This can be done by offering these personalised items as corporate gifts to 

employees, or by distributing them as promotional products to customers or trade fair attendees.  

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses
https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport/outdoor-hiking/polar-blankets
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/umbrellas
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/caps-hats/baseball-caps
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/sweatshirts


 
 

If you choose to create your own personalised hoodies, you will have a double chance to promote your 

company. That is, indoors and outdoors. These pieces of clothing are very useful for covering up in cold 

weather. However, they are very effective for sheltering from rain and wind, too. It is the hood that adds this 

quality. This aspect should not be underestimated, because anyone who receives embroidered custom 

hoodies can use them both indoors and outside. And, every time, they will carry your logo around. 

Cheap personalised hoodies are then impressive promotional products both in the middle of winter and in 

the mid-seasons. More and more often we see young people wearing personalised jumpers or other kinds 

of custom sweatshirts even in spring or autumn. Custom hoodies have become part of the common 

wardrobe because, besides being practical and comfortable, they are chic as well. By giving away cheap 

personalised hoodies, you will then be sure to offer useful and comfortable corporate gifts, which people 

can wear over and over again. They are then the ideal promotional products if your goal is to reach different 

people or if your audience is young and easy-going. Last but not least, personalised hoodies are a great idea 

if you want to guarantee your brand a lasting and large-scale promotion! 

The Large Print Area and Advertising Effect of Our Personalised Hoodies 

Choosing to create custom sweatshirts for your company – especially if they are embroidered custom 

hoodies – brings several advantages as far as promotion is concerned. On the one hand, personalised 

hoodies are very comfortable and suitable for several times of the year. Moreover, all custom hoodies 

represent trendy corporate gifts thanks to which you can complete casual outfits with a stylish touch.  

On the other hand, personalised hoodies offer a wide area for customisation. This quality allows any 

company to express its personality in a creative, original and exhaustive way. Just like on printed t-shirts, 

brands will be able to apply images, messages, 

promotional slogans or motivational phrases on their 

cheap personalised hoodies. They can also choose to 

create embroidered custom hoodies and exploit all the 

features of these custom sweatshirts. 

Create Your Custom Sweatshirts Online: Make Your Own 

Personalised or Embroidered Custom Hoodies 

There are different techniques to create cheap 

personalised hoodies, which vary depending on the model 

selected. In most cases, you can choose between digital 

transfer and screen printing. Both techniques guarantee 

maximum resolution and definition. Creating 

embroidered custom hoodies is just as popular. The 

result is elegant and refined. It suits any brand, which can 

print its logo – perhaps together with the brand name – on 

the cheap personalised hoodies chosen. Digital 

technology as much as embroidery can be used to this 

purpose. 

Embroidery allows you to achieve a very long-lasting and resistant result, suitable for promoting any activity 

for a long time and in a positive way. It is perfect for creating embroidered custom hoodies by applying the 

logo, initials, texts or images - as long as they are simple, and you do not want to reproduce more colours. 

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/sweatshirts/personalised-jumpers
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/personalized-t-shirts


 
 

Your custom sweatshirts will always be a success if they are embroidered. They will in any case give 

employees and customers the image of a quality-conscious company.  

Embroidered custom hoodies have a very suggestive visual impact as corporate gifts. The technique is very 

old, but not necessarily rustic. On the contrary, embroidered clothing is often elegant, despite not being too 

pretentious. In this way, our embroidered custom hoodies are suitable for multiple occasions and different 

targets. Anyone can wear them for sports, leisure or to complete a casual look. 

Want To Use Some Cheap Personalised Hoodies as Promotional Products? Check Out Our Models and Tips 

on How to Use Them! 

Regardless of which custom hoodies you wish to make for your promotion, any company can distribute its 

corporate gifts to team, customers, or trade show or event attendees. Cheap personalised hoodies are used 

and appreciated by everyone. For this reason, they are good for any target as corporate gifts. Depending on 

the intended use of your personalised hoodies, you can choose other promotional products to match and 

get different advertising effects. Here are some examples: 

• By distributing some embroidered custom 

hoodies to your team, you consolidate the 

company's image as united, reliable, 

attentive to quality and good taste. You can 

attend maximum advertising by combining 

these cheap personalised hoodies and 

custom sweatshirts with custom pins. Your 

staff will be easily recognised by anyone. 

• By giving customers embroidered custom 

hoodies, you will give them the chance to 

become a sponsor of your company. 

Wherever they go, they will carry your logo, 

along with any prints or embroideries you 

have applied to your cheap personalised 

hoodies and custom sweatshirts. If you want 

to offer a complete gift suitable for winter, 

you can combine custom thermos flasks, 

which can be used in the office and at home; 

• If your target audience is made up of 

children, you can choose custom sweatshirts 

for children. Thanks to a nice digital print or a lively and cheerful embroidery on your custom 

sweatshirts, all kids will fall in love with your brand. 

There are several ways to take advantage of the promotional potential of our cheap personalised hoodies. 

In these corporate gifts, utility and comfort are combined with refined appearance – especially in the case of 

embroidered custom hoodies – and visual impact. In this way, they give life to promotional products that are 

always appreciated and usable in winter and at the change of season, indoors as much as outdoors. Thanks 

to the high frequency of use, these personalised hoodies will be able to spread your logo more widely. On 

the other hand, the functionality of your corporate gifts and promotional products is likely to attract new 

customers to your brand. In short, an opportunity not to be missed! 

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/pins-badges
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/flasks-and-thermo-mugs
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/sweatshirts/custom-kids-sweatshirts
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/sweatshirts/custom-kids-sweatshirts

